Introduction
The method of treating boundary value problems applied in the paper of Boutet de Monvel L 81 ] i8 formally analogous to that for pseudo-differential operators on manifolds without boundary^ The usual symbolic calculus is replaced by a calculus for pairs ^^i^y). where 6.. denotes the interior and &y the so-called boundary symbols Certain applications (e«g« the study of boundary problems with discontinuous boundary conditions or the complex powers of operators connected with boundary problems) lead in a natural way to symbols which have not the transmission property with respect to the boundary^ Among these symbols for instance are those with non-integer orders• Thus one can ask whether the transmission property is necessary for the construction of an operator calculus with a corresponding symbolic level (interior and boundary symbols)• A theory of boundary problems for operators with general symbols was developed by Vi^ik and Eskin (see Cag» [vi^L [Ei] ), but this approach seems not to be available to generate an algebra in connection with a symbolic calculusÎ n [Rl] the authors give a theory of boundary problems 
where A a r + 0p(a)e + is a pseudo-differential operator defined by a symbol of a class to be described below,
Op(a)u » (27T)"" \. e^ a(x^) a (^ ) d^ (1.7) and e* : H^R"-1 ,^) --> H^R"-1 .^). r* ; H^R"-1 ,^) -. H^R^X) /^> (^ s H OR)) denotes the extension by zero and the restriction to x^ » 0, respectively. ot(x',^') ^ S^QR"" 1 . C^-^ C^ is a pseudo-differential symbol in S^OR"" 1 ) •
The notations in (1.9), (1.10) indicate that these objects can be described by functions b(x*,^*,^.x) on IR""" X R"" x IR x IR and k(x'.£'.^). t(x'.^*,T) on IR"*" 1^ IR"'" 1 x IR.
respectively, of corresponding homogeneities in the variables (^'.^.'c). (^**^) and (^',t), respectively (cf.
[Rl], [R2] ), belonging to F^OR.,)), @ Fn(H°OR.)^ . '"n^" 0^)â nd F (H°(R^)) (P., denotes the Fourier transform with respect to x on IR^, Finally Oop(m). a 0 for -j > 0 and If X is an arbitrary manifold with boundary Y we have to define the class ^ (-1 € Z ) as the set of operators
where the pseudo-differential operator A is given in thê t usual way by local symbols a ^ ^ ('l0 ) an^ a partition of unityf and
where c^ € C (X) is a function which is 1 near Y and 0 outside some neighbourhood of Y.
Since near Y we have some non-standard convention about 
is invertible for all (x,^,q) € IR^x R" x F . ; M ^IK^} -» y? iA»t 0 / ^ is invertible for all (x*,t' ,q) <: iR""-^ iR""-x p ,n-l ,,, ,-n-l
Remember that the operator (3.1) is given in the form s ^oSa* por 8UC^ compositions we do not have a convenient symbolic calculus* Therefore we have to pass to operators of order zero* In our case it is reasonable to do that by means of the parameter depending order reducing operators of Section 2. 
